1999 bmw 328i e46

This BMW i SE is a practical modern classic saloon, presented in smart condition throughout,
having been driven and cared for by a single family and their staff from new. Under the bonnet
sits the 2. The odometer currently indicates just 51, miles from new. First registered in
November having been ordered through BMW Wimbledon, this i SE was kept by the same family
from new until three years ago, when it was acquired by a member of their staff. There are three
previous keepers on the log book due to the name of the registered company changing over
time. The car is understood to have been used as plush but discreet transport, being driven
most frequently by the lady of the house for shopping trips. It was also sometimes used for
being chauffeured. The bodywork of this saloon has reportedly never sustained any serious
damage, presenting today with flush shut lines and smooth panels. The condition of the Titan
Silver paintwork is described as being very good overall, with the vendor noting minor scuffs on
the corners of the front bumper, while one or two small stone chips can also be seen around the
front end. The vehicle rides on a set of inch alloy wheels, which are heavily grazed on the
nearside rear and offside front rims in particular, and would benefit from professional
refurbishment. The interior is in excellent condition, with the buttery beige Montana leather
showing only modest signs of use, with no heavy wear or discolouration. There is some
scuffing around the ashtray console in the rear, and also a small puncture mark on the nearside
rear door armrest. Otherwise, the cabin looks genuinely superb, commensurate with the low
mileage. It is accented by walnut burr inlays throughout, and is equipped with BMW
Professional media and navigation, TV tuner, a CD changer, climate control, and cruise control.
The last service was undertaken at around 50, miles, where technicians changed the engine oil,
filter and brake fluid, before fitting new discs and pads all round. Prior to this, Cooper BMW
Cobham carried out a scheduled service before replacing both front lower suspension arms and
bushes. The car has also recently received a new battery. The most recent MOT test was on 24
November at 51, miles, which resulted in a pass with five advisories regarding a weak screen
wash function, worn offside rear tyre, a light misting of oil on the rear shock absorbers, slight
play in the offside drag link ball joint, and incorrectly fitted front coil springs. The vendor notes
that he has since has the washer jets cleaned out and replaced the offside rear tyre with a
matching Pirelli item. This BMW i SE is an original and unmodified example of the breed, which
presents in very good order throughout and has reportedly only ever been driven by a mother
and her daughter, as well as their staff. A refined and attractive cruiser, this i would make a
reliable companion for long-distance road trips, or a versatile and enjoyable daily driver. The
description of this auction lot is, to the best of the seller's knowledge, accurate and not
misleading. Collecting Cars requests a range of detail about the lot from the seller, and
performs a level of due diligence through HPI checks and MOT history where available.
However, bidders must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of the description, and conduct
any research they feel is necessary before committing to a bid. Please see our Terms and
Conditions for full details. This vehicle shows no insurance database markers for damage or
theft, and has no finance owing. Show All. Bid pending Bid accepted Bidding denied. Bid failed.
Bid too small - higher bid received. Bid too late - auction ended. You were outbid. You are the
highest bidder. We were unable to pre-authorise your card. How it works Sold Views 3, Sign up
for our daily briefing. At 18, miles, a curious thing happened to our BMW i long-term car. God,
with that mysterious sense of humor that is only His, caused a tree to leap into the path of our
redoubtable Bimmer. A tree, we should add, of substantial girth and limb. A tree unlikely to give
so much as an inch in an unpleasant encounter with, oh, a cement truck, let alone a mere pound
sports sedan. The tree wasn't going all that fast when it jumped in front of the car. Aside from
abrasions caused by the airbag, the driver walked away without injuries of any kind, except
ones involving the ego. She has since become a little jumpy in arboreal settings, the first
genuine oakophobe we've ever known. Once you've wrapped your mind around that sum, you
probably find yourself asking two questions, just as we did. In this case, the list included just
about everything from the A-pillar forward, although the engine and transmission were not
injured. Ours, however, had a few extras. Ordinarily, when you rebuild something by hand,
there's a good chance it's not going to look as good or function as well as the original produced
in the factory. As proof, just look at Frankenstein. Not so good, right? But when our Bimmer
finally came home, after a rehab that took a little more than three months, it was as good as
new. We did replace the clutch, but that came after the car had passed the 40,mile finish line of
all our long-term tests. The clutch had begun to slip during the car's final acceleration tests at
the nearby proving ground. It tracked straight and true, its twin-cam straight-six engine pulled
with the same smooth, hydraulic urgency that's so uniquely BMW, and it was devoid of the
buzzes, squeaks, and rattles so common after major car surgery. We attribute this to two
factors. First, it's clear that the good-hands people at Autometric Collision in Pontiac, Michigan,
know their business. Their restoration work was flawless. Second, we think the results indicate

that BMWs are made of pretty tough stuff. A little history: Already modestly updated for the
model year, our test car represents the fourth generation of BMW's popular 3-series line, known
internally as E The latest redesign was introduced for the model year, with a chassis that was
stiffer and longer an extra inch of wheelbase. Although the styling changes were subtle, it's a
bigger car -- 1. It's also roomier, with an instrument panel and interior trim that more closely
resemble those in the more expensive 5- and 7-series Bimmers. It's no secret we like these cars.
The 3-series has made our 10Best list 10 years running, a distinction unique to this line, and the
word "perfect" kept showing up in our test car's logbook, both before and after its oak-tree
encounter. There were gripes about the indifferent performance of the audio system, a shift
linkage that tended to be a bit balky in cold weather, and "cheesy sun visors," but vehicle
dynamics -- the traits that make these driving machines ultimate -- drew unanimous praise. We
were also pleasantly surprised at the relatively low operating costs. BMW service intervals are
no longer based solely on mileage mileposts. Instead, the maintenance computer monitors a
variety of factors -- engine speed, vehicle starts, coolant temps, and trip duration, as well as
mileage accumulated -- to determine when and what kind of service is required. Thus it wasn't
until 18, miles -- just after the car returned from the hospital -- that the computer decided it was
time for "oil service," whereupon we trotted the Bimmer off to the service bay of our local
dealer, Auto-Strasse of Ann Arbor. The second -- and final -- routine service stop occurred at 35,
miles. And we also decided to go with a different performance tire when we replaced the stock
rubber see Baubles and Bolt-Ons below. Although a high percentage of this car's mileage was
accumulated in tough day-to-day commuting and urban errand running, its performance eroded
almost not at all. In its premier test, conducted in May , the i zipped to 60 mph in 6. About 15
months later, with 41, miles on the clock, 0 to 60 was slower by 0. It also required an extra five
feet to stop, although is still quite respectable. Remarkably enough, there was one objective test
-- interior sound levels -- in which the car's performance actually improved, albeit only slightly.
In the end, we emerged with an even higher respect for the unique blend of athleticism, comfort,
and quality that distinguishes these cars. Not to mention its Teutonic toughness and crash
performance. Makes you want to accelerate endlessly. MEAD Wheels are stylish, but way too
easy to scrape on curbs. This car is amazing! This car comes closest to being the perfect
all-around vehicle. I want one in my driveway and one of those seats for my living room. BMW
can't have it back! When the snow flakes started to fall, it quickly became clear that the
Continental ContiSport Contact tires on our i weren't going to cut it, even though the car came
equipped with anti-lock brakes and all-season traction control. Their dry performance turned
out to be better than we expected, and they even got us thro
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ugh the "storm of the season" in upstate New York. TIRES: After a little more than 18, miles of
spirited driving, the tread on the rear tires of our i was down to the wear bars BMW recommends
against rotating the tires. The car handled extremely well on its factory tires, but we wanted to
see if we could improve on that with some more aggressive rubber. Their Y-shaped tread
pattern is supposed to help on wet roads and provide lots of grip on dry roads. By the seat of
our pants, the AVSs did seem to grip better in the wet, but their dry skidpad number of 0. New
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